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Abstract

Lean Six Sigma in the service credit business 

Frida Nygren 

The following project degree is written within the 
department of Industrial Engineering & Management 
at Uppsala University. The object with this study is 
to improve the current capabilities of the Internal 
Collection process at the service credit company 
Hoist Finance with the improvement methodology 
Lean Six Sigma and associated DMAIC cycle. In 
order to find out how the methodology should be 
adapted a case study and a literature study was 
carried out. The literature study was about previous 
research in the area of processes, Lean Six Sigma 
and the company Hoist Finance. The case study
was performed over 4 months at Hoist Finance in 
the operational excellence team to understand how 
the methodology should be used in the company. 
The degree project shows great potential to apply 
the methodology to improve the process and if the 
recommendations on how the process should be 
performed is implemented, the process time can be 
reduced with 25 days and the costs with 23.34 
euros per debt.
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Popular  scientific  summary  in  Swedish  
För att skapa framgångsrika produkter och tjänster i dagens samhälle krävs det att 
företag ständigt arbetar med förbättringsarbete och utveckling. Många verksamheter 
arbetar idag med förbättringsmetodikerna Lean och Six Sigma för att förbättra processer 
och arbetssätt. Potentialen med detta arbete är mycket stor i form av möjligheten att 
eliminera och minska kvalitetsbristkostnader, icke-värdeskapande tid och rent slöseri. 
För att ett förbättringsarbete ska bli lyckat krävs det att process ägarna är delaktiga och 
att man tar tillvara på process ägarnas idéer.  
 
Målet med denna studie är att förbättra en redan befintlig process på Hoist Finance call 
center i Rom, detta genom att ta fram rekommendationer på hur man ska kunna minska 
genomloppstiden samt kostnaderna för deras Internal Collection process. Vilket 
kommer resultera i en eliminering av icke-värdeskapande aktiviteter genom att använda 
den kombinerade förbättringsmetodiken Lean Six Sigma och det tillhörande verktyget 
DMAIC för att öka den interna och externa kundtillfredsställelsen. På grund av att det 
inte finns något standardiserat sätt att utföra processen kommer ett ramverk att skapas 
för hur processen bör utföras i framtiden.  
 
För att uppnå målet med studien genomförs en litteraturstudie och en fallstudie. För att 
skapa förståelse för förbättringsmetodiken Lean Six Sigma och processer i allmänhet 
utförs en djupgående litteraturstudie. Fallstudien genomförs under fyra månader på 
Hoist Finance för att få en insikt i hur processen kan förbättras samt hur processen bör 
utföras i framtiden.  
 
Studien visar att det finns stor potential att tillämpa förbättringsmetodiken för att 
förbättra processen. Resultatet av studien visar att om rekommendationerna på hur 
processen bör genomföras implementeras på processen kan genomloppstiden minska 
med 25 dagar och kostnaderna minska med 23,34 euro per skuld.  
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Terminology  
Cambiali: Italian promissory note, to repay a debt 

CTB: Critical to business, tool to analyze the root cause 

CTC: Critical to customer, tool to analyze the root cause 

CTQ: Critical to quality, tool to analyze the root cause  

DMAIC: Improvement method used to improve a process or solve a problem  

DMADV: Improvement method, when you need to create a new process 

Fishbone Diagram: Tool to analyze the root cause 

GEST: Hoist Finance´s own system used for documentation 

LAWEB: Collection system 

Non-cambiali: Italian amicable agreement to repay a debt 

SIPOC: Tool that summarizes the inputs and outputs of a process or processes in table 
form  

Figures  
Figure 1: Map of the Internal Collection team structure 

Figure 2: Process flow, inspired by Egnell 1994 

Figure 3: DMAIC cycle, inspired by Kingery 2002 

Figure 4: A blank version of a fishbone diagram, inspired by Kingery 2002 
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time 
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1.  Introduction  
In this chapter the purpose and the object of the study is presented, together with an 
explanation of why the subject is relevant to study. Following the delimitations, the case 
study organisation and systems used to perform the process are presented.  

1.1   Background  

Winston Churchill once said, “To improve is to change; to be perfect is to change 
often.” Improvements of organizations or processes is not a once-and-done 
transformations, rather a never ending story. There are always ways to improve an 
organisation or a process (Cole, 2011). Today the cost of poor quality approximately 
represents 25 % of all the costs for manufacturing companies and 35% for services 
companies (Gerald, Taylor, 2009 p.6). Gerald and Taylor (2009) define poor quality as 
“the price a company pays for not being process perfect”. Quality improvements can be 
separated into two main proposition: Improve the relationship with the customer and 
increase corporate productivity. Though a continual decrease of errors, mistakes and 
delays, a business can minimize waste, employee time and have a more effective use of 
resources. The above mentioned leads to increased productivity and decreased costs and 
in the end of the day the company will experience a greater market penetration and 
higher business. There are a variety of quality improvement methodologies that 
eliminates and prevents the cost of poor quality for companies (Gerald, Taylor, 2009 
p.6). Lean is an approach that focus on elimination of non-value adding activities within 
a process for a product or service. Non-value adding activities can be defined as 
anything that the customer does not want to pay for. Used alone, the approach can lead 
to important improvements, but even if all the waste in a process is eliminated there can 
still be significant unseen variation in the process, product or service.  Six sigma is an 
approach that focus on reduction of variation within an existing process in statistical or 
theoretical terms, but does not address whether all the steps in the process add value. 
The combining Lean Six Sigma is therefore a suitable choice for quality improvements 
in a process (Cole, 2009, p.3-4). In this report a case study on the service credit 
company Hoist Finances will be accomplished in order to improve an already existing 
process by using the combined approach Lean Six Sigma.  

1.2   Description  of  the  problem  

The combined approach Lean Six Sigma was originally developed for manufacturing 
companies and the method has predominantly been used in manufacturing companies. 
Gerald and Taylor (2009) argues that the approach is becoming more popular in service 
companies and is well suitable to be applied in the service industry.  It is therefore 
interesting to give a deeper explanation of how the methodology and the associated tool: 
DMAIC can be applied on service companies. A suitable company to explore how the 
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DMAIC cycle can be used in order to increase the efficiency and quality is the credit 
company Hoist Finance. 

In the year 2011 Hoist Finance acquired its first portfolio in Italy together with TRC 
SpA. In the recent years the macroeconomic climate in Italy has resulted in large 
amounts of overdue debt (Hoist Finance, markets, Italy, 2015). To manage the 
increasing number of overdue debts it will be of great value for the future to have an 
efficient and standardized collection process. Hoist Finance have two collection 
platforms in Italy, one in Rome and one in Lecce. The collection is performed by two 
processes, Internal Collection and Legal Collection (Hoist Finance, markets, Italy, 
2015). Exploration of the applicability of the methodology Lean Six Sigma and the 
DMAIC cycle will be conducted in this thesis using a case study. The case study will try 
to reduce the average process time and the costs for the Internal Collection process at 
Hoist Finance's office in Rome.   

1.3   Purpose  

The purpose of the thesis is to illustrate how the DMAIC cycle can be adapted in order 
to improve the current capabilities of an existing process at Hoist Finance office in 
Rome. Following questions will be answered: 
 

§   How will the organization and working methods be affected at the office in 
Rome when the DMAIC cycle is implemented? 

§   How much can Hoist Finance save in time and costs when implementing the 
combined approach on the process?  

1.4   Object                 

The questions posted in the purpose will be of great value for Hoist Finance at hand as 
well as for other organizations in the service credit business for ways to improve already 
existing processes. The questions in the purpose will be answered by conducting a case 
study of how the DMAIC cycle can be adapted at one of Host Finance call centre in 
Rome. The object of the case study as well as for the thesis is: 

Improve the current capabilities of an existing process by recommendations on how to 
decrease the time and the costs. Resulting in elimination of non-value added activities 
by using the DMAIC-cycle and increased internal and external customer satisfaction. 
Due to differing process execution, a framework will be created on how the process 
should be conducted in a future state.  

1.5   Delimitations  

This thesis will be delimited to the Internal Collection process and will not include the 
Legal process, due to the fact that it would make the scope of the thesis too large. The 
Internal Collection process will be limited to the activities taking place after the files 
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with debts are assigned and end when the files are signed off from the department. 
Regarding the time limit for the study, the last two phases in the DMAIC cycle: 
Improve and Control will not be fully completed. Although, recommendations on how 
the implementation should be done and how to preserve the lesson learned from the 
improvement effort will be included in the study. SIPOC is a tool and an important part 
of the DMAIC cycle. This tool will be used to structure and describe the boundaries of 
the case study, which will be executed to answer the questions in the purpose of the 
study.  

1.6   Case  study  organisation    

Hoist Finance is a leading debt-restructuring partner to international banks. The 
company offer flexible and customized solutions for managing overdue consumer debts 
and are represented in nine countries across Europe (Hoist Finance, markets, 2015). The 
Italian economy was hit hard by the extended economic downturn after the financial 
crisis of 2008-2009, which also led to higher unemployment in the country. However, 
the economic outlook over the past five years, pointed to a recovery. Italy's 
macroeconomic climate has led to an increased number of overdue receivables and in 
recent years Italy has one of the largest stocks of non-performing loans in Europe (Hoist 
Finance, markets, Italy, 2015). The pressure on Italian banks has also increased as more 
regulations have been introduced, which will also have lead to a significant increase in 
sales of both older and newer overdue consumer debts. There are primarily two types of 
overdue consumer debts in Italy: cambiali and non-cambiali debts. Cambiali is an 
overdue debt where the customer promises in writing to pay monthly equivalent to a 
predetermined level of repayment, non-cambiali debts includes all other debts. In this 
study the Internal Collection process that only includes the non-cambiali debts will be 
studied (Hoist Finance, markets, Italy, 2015). A map of the Internal Collection team 
structure was conducted to clarify the relationships between the employees in the 
department and the different roles, see figure 1.   
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Figure 1. Map of Internal Collections team structure. 

1.6.1   Systems  used  for  the  collection  process  

Laweb is a system used to automate the debt collection process and includes all tools 
needed to perform the process. The system integrates information from other subsystem, 
such as general register, accounting impaired loans, credit facilities and guarantees and 
so forth (Sydema, 2012). GEST is Hoist Finance own system that is used to document 
contact information to the debtors and export reports.  
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2.  Methodology  
In this chapter, the methods that has been used for achieving the purpose and objective 
are presented as well as an argumentation for why these methods has been chosen. 

2.1   Case  study            

Case studies are a frequently used research strategy in several disciplines as in business, 
political science and psychology. Yin (1994 p.13) defines a case study as it 
“Investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real context when the boundaries 
between the phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident”. The method is often 
used for the preliminary exploratory stage of a research project and providing answers 
to “How” and “Why” questions. Due to the fact that the purpose with this thesis is to 
illustrate “how the DMAIC-cycle can be adapted......” this is a suitable research method 
for this study. According to Baxter and Jack (2008) a case study is a research method 
that allows the researcher to study a complex phenomenon within its context. One could 
argue that the phenomenon Lean Six Sigma has already been thoroughly studied in a 
manufacturing context and it is therefore more interesting to study in a context of the 
service credit company, Hoist Finance. Since there is not enough written on the 
phenomenon in its context it is not possible to only do a literature study, a case study is 
therefore deemed as the most appropriate research method to use.  

2.2   Execution  of  the  study  

According to Merriam and Sharan (2009) the first step in research should be a literature 
review in the field in order to find out what already has been studied and to find “gaps” 
in the literature that would be interesting to make a significant contribution to. The 
literature review also provides a foundation for contributing to a knowledge base and 
helps to set the stage for a study (Merriam, Sharan B,2009, p.72,). The execution of this 
study can be divided into three phases. The first phase consists of an extensive literature 
study about previous research in the area of processes, Lean Six Sigma and the service 
credit company Hoist Finance. The literature study was done in order to get important 
knowledge and on basis of the literature study a research approach was formed. Case 
studies can be based on quantitative and qualitative methods, or a mix of both and often 
include several data sources as: observations, interviews and documentation (Rowley, 
2002). The primary data sources in this study are from qualitative methods. Due to the 
fact that qualitative research methods depend on social interpretations the data will 
likely become more complex than for quantitative research methods. Qualitative data is 
characterized by the amount of available information, the possibility to explore the topic 
and the depths of the information (Saunders et al., 2012). In order to get a deep 
understanding of the studied subject, with only a few sources qualitative methods is a 
suitable choice (Clayton, 2010, p.95). The second phase of the study included collecting 
data with qualitative methods about the process and the method Lean Six Sigma, this 
was accomplished by participant observations, workshops and interviews at Hoist 
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Finance call center in Rome and office in Stockholm. In the theoretical Six Sigma 
approach there are two basic methodologies to use in order to improve a process: 
DMAIC and DMADV. The DMAIC cycle is a commonly used method to improve the 
current capabilities of an existing process and stands for following five phases: Define, 
Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control. The DMADV stands for: Define, Measure, 
Analyze, Design and Verify and is used when the customer requirements are not 
reached and a new process, product or service needs to be created or redesigned 
(Kingery, 2002, p.10). The purpose with this study is to improve an existing process at 
Hoist Finance call-center in Rom, thus the DMAIC cycle is deemed to be the most 
suitable choice for this study. In the third and final phase of this study the collected 
qualitative data along with the theoretical collection was analyzed. Based on the 
analysis a future state was set for the Internal Collection process.  

2.3   Interviews  and  observations  

Interviews are a good method to use in order to collect data regarding opinions, 
knowledge and perceptions (Ejvegård, 2003). Andersen (1994) describes different types 
of interviews:  

§   Standardized interviews and non-standardized interviews 

§   Structured interviews and non-structured interviews 

In a standardized interview the content of the questions and sequence are decided before 
the interview. In a non-standardized interviews, the questions content and sequence can 
change during the interview in order to better fit the interviewee and the situation. 
Structured and non-structured interviews is about the questions level of closeness and 
openness. Closed questions provide a limited number of answers while open questions 
can be answered in many different ways. There are several advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of interviews, it is important to investigate the 
circumstances, the subject and the respondents to choose which type of interview that is 
the most suitable choice (Andersen, 1994, p 83-84). In order to initially create an image 
of how the Internal Collection process was executed at the call center in Rome the 
interviews with the people who worked in the process were of non-standardized and 
non-structured character. This allowed the interviewees to speak freely about the 
process and gave a detailed picture of how the process was performed and which parts 
to focus on. A lot of questions appeared during the study and led to non-structured 
interviews via phone and email with team members. Interviews with the Six Sigma 
expert was conducted to get a deeper understanding on how the DMAIC cycle could be 
used at Hoist Finance. Those interviews were structured and the questions was carefully 
prepared to be able to get as many answers as possible on difficulties with the DMAIC 
cycle. The improvement team had weekly meetings about project progress and 
problems, on those meetings observations and knowledge was collected for the study 
and questions regarding the project was asked.  
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2.4   Data  collection  regarding  the  Internal  Collection  process  

In the beginning of the case study there were no available data regarding the process. In 
order to collect data a visit to the office in Rome was conducted for five days. This was 
done to get a detailed picture of all the activities in the studied process and to find out 
how the process could be improved. In the first two days there were meetings with team 
members who work in the process and the improvement team mapped the current state 
at an activity basis with “Post-it Notes”. In the next two days a workshop with focus on 
identifying and documenting significant activities in the process was completed to 
investigate and analyze their purpose. The activities were analyzed if they were 
necessary or not and how efficiently performed they were. On the last day the future 
state was set, regarding the value-adding activities found in the previous two days. 

2.5   Validity  and  reliability  of  the  study  

The term validity is a measure of the data relevance in the context of the study, while 
the term reliability refers to the trustworthiness of the method to collect data. These two 
concepts must be considered in the method used to perform the study. The study needs 
to be both reliable and valid in order to be able to use the results. Reliability indicates 
the reliability and usefulness of the instrument and the measurement unit. In order to 
explain the actual situation, the data must be reliable. That means that you will get 
approximately the same results measuring the phenomenon in different ways. High 
validity will be obtained when measure the whole phenomenon and nothing else 
(Ejvegård, 2003). Due to the fact that the process is performed differently by different 
employees, it is not entirely sure that the answers had been the same if other employees 
had been interviewed. It is also important to point out that the interviews with 
respondents reflects only their opinion and no absolute truth. The data used in this study 
is mirroring the reality that is available at Hoist Finance now, which means that it would 
be difficult to achieve the same results in the future.   
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3.  Theoretical  framework  
In this chapter, the theoretical framework underpinning the empirical parts for this 
thesis are presented. 

3.1   Process  &  quality    

A process can be defined as “A network of activities that's recurring, using the resources 
and converts the input to output for stakeholders” (Isaksson, 2006). The purpose with a 
process is to satisfy the customers with as little use of resources as possible. Resources 
and energy should be used on continuous process improvements and not on temporary 
solutions in order to save critical situations. It is important to have a deep understanding 
of the process in order to improve it, one way to create this understanding is to map the 
process. Mapping the process is important because it gives an understanding of how the 
process works currently and it is an excellent platform for improvements. To understand 
the customer requirements, it is important to have an active collaboration to understand 
how the result affect the customer's work. Similar reasoning applies of suppliers to the 
process. Every process has a beginning, an end, customers, suppliers, consists in a 
network with incoming activities, is value added for the result and is repeated over time. 
Every process needs to have defined interface, otherwise ambiguities about where the 
process starts and ends can create conflicts and have negative results on the quality 
(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2001). A process flow is shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Process flow, inspired by Egnell 1994 

3.1.1   Process  management  

All of the work in an organization is carried out in a network of activities. There are 
processes in the organization, whether we are aware of them or not. In every 
organization there are process management in one way or another. Ljungberg and 

Process Result
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Larsson (2012) argues that the management of the process will be better if the process is 
clearly defined, mapped and has measurements and a responsibility. According to 
Bergman and Klefsjö (2012 p.463) process management can be summarized in four 
steps. The first step is organizing for improvement, in this step an owner and 
improvement group is set. The second step is focusing on understanding the process. 
This is achieved by mapping the process, define the interface, document the process 
workflow, define the customers and suppliers. The third step is to observe the process, 
by determining measuring points and perform measurements regularly. By using 
information from the previous step, the fourth and final step is to continuously improve 
the process.  These four steps describe an organization that has taken the decision to 
introduce process management. It is not always easy to get commitment and acceptance 
for a change from the people who works in the organization when the meaning is not 
fully understood.  

Rummler and Brache (1991) believes that the increased customer focus has resulted in 
changes in the traditional functional and hierarchical organization. It is not possible 
anymore to refer all decisions to the manager when the customer wants an answer 
directly. The responsibility is therefore delegated downwards in the organization which 
means that more people have a better overview of the process flow and how to improve 
it.  

3.2   Lean  Six  Sigma    

Lean Six Sigma is an organizational approach that relies on team effort to improve 
performance by removing waste. Waste is everything that is not value-added for a 
service or product. Lean Six Sigma is a very effective approach that is based on the two 
approaches: Lean and Six Sigma. The Lean Six Sigma methodology contains Lean’s 
waste elimination and Six Sigma’s critical to quality characteristics. The approach can 
be applied to improve certain areas of the business or operations on a tactical level, or to 
achieve strategic objectives (Carreira, Trudell, 2006 p.7-8). 

3.2.1   Waste  

Every activity that does not add any value is waste, those activities can be eliminated 
with no deterioration of the quality, operational performance or perceived value to the 
customer. The acronym TimWood is one of the most recognized way of describing the 
seven wastes and stands for (Lean manufacturing tools, 2015):  

Transportation: Is unnecessary movement from one location to another, this is waste as 
it adds times to the process during no value-added activity is performed. Ideally 
transportation should be minimized as much as possible.   

Inventory: Include raw materials, work in process and completed goods. Inventory 
become waste because it requires additional handling and space.   
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Motion: Refers to unnecessary movements as example: extra steps taken by employees 
and equipment that is not as easy to achieve as possible. Wasteful motions take time, 
cause stress for the employees and adds no value to the product or service.  

Waiting: Is the time spent waiting and refers to the time of inactivity in a process. 
Business tends to spend an enormous amount of time waiting as example waiting for an 
answer or a delivery. The waste of waiting disrupts the flow and recourses can often be 
used in activities that do not add value or lead to overproduction.   

Over Processing: Over processing is when inappropriate techniques have been used, 
oversized equipment, the tolerances of the working are to tight, the processes are not 
performed as the customer requires and so on.  

Over Production: Occurs when making too much or too early, this happens often 
because working with oversize batches, long lead times or bad relationships with 
suppliers. The waste of overproduction leads to high levels of inventory which is a 
problem for the business. 

Defects: Refers to products or services that do not reach up to the costumer 
requirements and causes customer dissatisfaction. Every detected item that is defect 
requires rework or replacement. Defects is one of the most obvious waste and although 
not so easy to detect before it reaches the customer.  

3.3   DMAIC  -  The  “problem  solving”  cycle    

There are a variety of improvement methods within Lean Six Sigma; one of these is the 
DMAIC cycle. It is a systematic, disciplined and data-based process used in order to 
improve the quality or solve a problem. DMAIC stands for following five phases: 
Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve and Control (Carreira, Trudell s. 157). In figure 3, 
the DMAIC cycle is shown.  

 

        Figure 3. DMAIC cycle, inspired of Kingery. 

Define

Measure

AnalyzeImprove

Control
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Understand the problem (Kingery, 2002, p.12-19): 

 

Define - The purpose in this phase is to define: underlying business problem, the 
system, the voice of the customer and their requirements and the project goals.   

Measure - In this phase the main goal is to establish current baseline as the basis for 
improvement. In other words, calculate the “as-is” process capability.   

Analyze - In this phase the root cause of the problem is investigated.  

 

Solve the problem (Kingery, 2002, p.19-24): 

 

Improve – In this phase the focus is on improving and optimizing the current process 
based upon data analysis. In this step pilot runs are establishing the process capability. 

Control – The goal in the control phase is to sustain the gains and develop controls to 
ensure a continued success. 

3.3.1   Define  Phase  

The D in the DMAIC cycle stands for define and is the first phase in the cycle. In the 
define phase the problem that has been chosen to go through the cycle is defined, a 
scope of the problem and commitment from the management who is providing the 
project with resources. In order to use the DMAIC cycle the organization do not need to 
be facing a problem, the cycle can be used for continuously improvements on the 
operational level in the organization.  There are several ways to identify which project 
to chose for improvement, one tool to use in the define phase is cost of quality 
(COQ).  The tool can be divided into two categories of organization activities: 
conformance and non-conformance costs (Shankar, 2009). 

§   Conformance costs can be divided into appraisal and prevention activities.  The 
appraisal costs are associated with activities as: inspection, documentation 
calibration and so forth.  The prevention cost is linked to activities as supplier 
training, planning, validation and so on.  

§   Non-conformance is related to costs with failure to meet customer needs and 
requirements, also known as the acronym COPQ (cost of poor quality). Which 
can be divided into internal and external failure costs. Internal failure costs 
include activities as scrap, rework, reprocessing, rechecking and so forth. 
External failure costs are related to activities as recalls, lawsuits, complaints, 
returns and so on   
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Organisations should start to identify quality issues regarding its service or product in-
house before they start with the customer. Whether the organization has a CTQ program 
or not, the management and the employees normally know where the internal and 
external failure costs lie. In order to get a bottom-line improvement and secure the 
linkage to the business, problems that need a solution should be solved first from the 
external failure cost and then from internal (Shankar, 2009).  

Once one problem has been chosen for improvement, the next step is to determine the 
scope for the problem. SIPOC is a high-level map of the process and stands for: 
Supplier, Inputs, Process, Output and Customer. The tool summarizes the inputs and the 
outputs of one or more processes in table form. A SIPOC is used to give a high-level 
overview of the process and to help identify the process boundaries for the project and 
create a common understanding about the process. It does not need to show any 
decision points, only high-level activities. Suppliers includes persons, companies, 
departments or functions that are supplying the inputs. Inputs are everything that is 
required for the process steps. Process is defined as all the steps, which is carried out. 
Outputs include everything that is of importance for the customer. Customer is the 
process customer and not the project customer or the sponsor of the project (Kingery, 
2002, p.235-238).  

The next step in the define phase is to assemble the process improvement team. Shankar 
(2009) argues that following six points should be considered in order to select team 
members:   

1)   The team should include experts from the process where the problem has been 
identified 

2)   An “outsider”, can be a person from another department or a person that do not 
know so much about the process should be included in the team. Due to this the 
person may not feel uncomfortable to questioning the process since the person is 
trying to understand how it works.  

3)   Representatives from different levels in the organization to get different 
perspectives on the problem 

4)   The team leader should be a process owner, or a person that has been appointed 
by the management or a person who is an expert on the techniques and the tools.  

5)   The team should be fewer than eight 

6)   Short meetings should be held on weekly basis with the team 

The communication with the rest of the organization is of great value, it is important to 
have a plan on how the communication should be done (Shankar, 2009).   
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In order to define the root cause or root causes of the problem a fishbone diagram is a 
good tool to use. A Fishbone Diagram is a structured way to brainstorm potential causes 
for a problem. The tool increases the collective knowledge and consensus of the 
problem. It works by allowing the team to identify and explore the possible causes 
related to the problem or condition to discover the root cause or root causes. The tool 
enables the team to focus on the content of the problem and not the history or personal 
interest of the team members. “The head of the fish” stands for the effect of the problem 
and “The bones” contains the potential causes. To find out each “bone” questions such 
as: Why does this happen and what could happen? Is good to ask. (Kingery, 2002, p.49-
58). In figure 4 a blank version of a fishbone diagram is shown. 

 

Figure 4. A blank version of a fishbone diagram, inspired by Kingery. 

3.3.2   Measure  phase  

The purpose with the measure phase is to gather information about the current situation, 
in order to provide a clearer focus for the improvement effort. Baseline data to know 
how well the process meets customer requirements, to understand how the process 
works and to address the problem. In this phase the process will be studied in detail and 
collection of data starts (Kingery, 2002, p.15). A lot of organizations do not have any 
data or a small amount. In those cases, data needs to be gathered from the current state 
in order to be able to make improvement changes. According to Shankar (2009) 
following four points needs to be completed in this phase: 

1)   Map of the current state at an activity basis 

2)   Identify the risks and address them in the process, by using failure mode and 
effects analysis 

3)   Baseline how well the process meets the customer needs and requirements, by 
calculating the process capability 

Effect

Cause

Cause Cause Cause

CauseCause
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4)   Control the measurement system, in order to be sure that the reported data are 
correct and there is no inherent variation.  

In order to develop an understanding of the process there are several types of process 
maps that can be used. Applicable process maps are: Value stream map, SIPOC, 
flowcharts and so on (Shankar, 2009). It does not matter which one of these to chose as 
long as all the information about the process is included. Value Stream Mapping (VSM) 
is a Lean tool used to eliminate the non-value added activities. The main goal with this 
tool is to identify and document significant activities in order to be able to investigate 
and analyze the activities purpose. VSM include five steps: determine the service, map 
the current state, analyze the process, determine the future state and PDCA (Plan, Do, 
Check, Act) (Gerald, Taylor p.212-215). Flowcharts helps the team to find steps or 
sequences in the process that do not add any value to the process. It is useful because it 
shows unexpected complexity, redundancy and problem areas. This also allows the 
team to get a deeper understanding and to achieve an agreement on which of the 
activities that is value adding and not. The tool also helps to identify locations where 
additional data can be gathered and explored. The flowchart can be created in six step 
(Kingery, 2002, p. 116-120):    

1)   Define the boundaries for the process: The first step is to define where the 
process starts (input: X) and ends (output: Y). It is important to agree on which 
level the process should be described to understand the process correctly.  

2)   Define the process steps: The purpose with the next step is to brainstorm about 
the major activities, inputs, outputs for the process.  

3)   Arrange the activities: In this step all the activities should be arranged in how 
they are executed. “Post it Notes” is ideally to use, so the activities can be 
moved around. In this step it is important to map the process how it is now and 
how it should not be, in order to make improvements.  

4)   Draw the process regarding the information below: The flowchart should be 
simple and every label should be understandable by everyone participating in the 
team 

5)   Test if the flowchart is completed: If all the symbols that are used is correct, if 
all the process steps are defined properly and finally validate if the flowchart 
mirrors the the process.  

6)   Finalize the flowchart: In this step questions as following should be answered:  

§   If the process runs in the way it should?  

§   Are the employees following the process as charted?   

§   What are the difference between the new and the old way of run the process? 
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3.3.3   Analyze  Phase  

The purpose with the Analyze phase is to identify root causes and confirm them with 
data. In this phase the question: what special cause is disrupting our business? is 
answered and this phase pinpoints the specific cause or causes of the problem defined in 
the measure phase. Taylor and Gerald (2009) argues that problems can be seen in the 
three dimensions: pain, symptom and root cause. At the first dimension pain, problems 
are recognized by customers or employees as discomfort or annoyance experiences. 
Employees can for example devote great effort to satisfying a seemingly easy task and 
customers often experience loss of value for their time, effort or money in this 
dimension. The next dimension symptoms are a sign or announce that a problem exists. 
The symptoms work as an indicator that there is some sort of defects. The final 
dimension is the primary force that produce the defect, effect or error. When the root 
cause is eliminated the process start work as designed (Taylor and Gerald, p. 184-185).  

The analyze phase identify cause-and-effect relationships between the process inputs 
and outputs. There are several tools to use for process analysis as process mapping, 
value-stream mapping, failure mode and effects analysis and so forth (Allen, Theodore 
T, 2006, p.117)   

Process mapping is a tool that includes creating a flow diagram of the system, clarify 
possible causal relationships between subsystems and identify bottlenecks. The tool is 
also useful in the define phase because subsystem inputs and outputs are defined in 
during the mapping process. Process mapping can also be useful to set up discrete event 
simulations models. To be able to set up simulation models, generally data about 
processing times is required (Allen, Theodore T, 2006, p.117)   

Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is used to analyze the measurement 
system controls. The tool results in a prioritized list of the failure modes for further 
study. Following the most common FMEA symbols are explained:  

§   q is the amount of issues 

§   Si is the severity rate on a scale from 1-10, when 10 means most serious.  

§   Pi is the occurrence rating of the issue on a scale 1-10, when 10 means very 
common 

§   Di is the detection rating on a scale 1-10, when 10 means almost no chance to 
detect before it reaches the customer.  

FMEA starts with creating a list of the q customer issues/failure modes, then the q is 
documented and rated. After the rating the risk priority number is calculated in order to 
prioritize how the investments of time and energy should be distributed (Allen, 
Theodore T, 2006, p.125-126). 
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3.3.4   Improve  Phase    

The I in the DMAIC cycle stands for the improve phase and the purpose with this phase 
is to determine a solution to the problem. In this phase it is a great idea to include 
employees who work in the process, to get their input of how the problem should be 
solved and how the process could be improved. The employees provide the best 
knowledge about the process and may provide the best potential solutions. It is of great 
value to communicate with the employees involved in the process on a regular basis 
throughout the whole improvement project (Carpenter Group LLC, 2015). The process 
flow in the improvement phase includes seven steps:  

1)   Set up possible solutions for the root cause  

2)   Choose solutions 

3)   Start to develop plans 

4)   Make pilot plans 

5)   Implement the plans 

6)   Measure the plans 

7)   Calculate gains 

The improvement phase does not only include coming up with solutions, but also how 
to implement it. There are several useful tools to use in the improvement phase as 
brainstorming, prioritization matrix, failure mode and effects analysis (Kingery, 2002, 
p.19-22).  

Brainstorming a common method used to create a high volume of new ideas. The 
method helps the team to get an open and creatively thinking when the team is stuck 
with “old thinking”. There are two main ways to perform the method: Structured and 
unstructured. In the structured way of performing brainstorming each team member give 
ideas in turn. In the unstructured way of performing brainstorming the team members 
give ideas as they come to mind. Both ways can be done aloud or silently (Kingery, 
2002, p.45-48) 

Prioritization matrix is a systematic way of weighing the options. The tool helps to 
narrowing down the activities or projects by getting the most important done first. The 
team or individual employees makes decision on how to proceed with the order of 
activities until the results is reached. The tool is useful when everything can not be done 
in the same time and removes uncertainty on how to use recourses and energy to 
achieve the project goal (Aveta Business Institute, 2015). 
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3.3.5   Control  Phase  

The control phase is the final phase in the DMAIC cycle. The purpose with this phase is 
to maintain the gains that has been made by standardizing the process, prepare for future 
improvements and sustain the lesson learned from the effort. In those cases when the 
changes do not make an improvement it could be needed to go back to the analyze 
phase to generate new recommendations. The phase includes four main points (Kingery, 
2002, p.22-24):  

§   Document the new method  

§   Training the employees on the new method 

§   Observe how the new method is used and follow up the results 

§   Finished communication and documentation about the results, recommendations 
and learnings 

One of the most common reasons for no sustainability of the improvements is because 
the control phase has been neglected. Another reason is because the employees get so 
excited of the improvements in the improvement phase so they do not pay any attention 
to the control phase. When the optimal settings are implemented in the improve phase it 
is important to ensure that the inputs stay the same. One of the main reasons for defects 
is variation and if the inputs is not controlled properly, it may change and cause 
variation. It is not only employees that are the reason that settings changes, other factors 
that can have an impact are environment, inherent process variation, precisions of 
machines and so forth. Some applicable tools for the control phase are Control plan, 
FMEA, Control Charts and Error proofing. Sometimes the improvements do not work 
as expected, in those cases it may be needed to go back to the improvement phase and 
implement the improvements in a better way. Sometimes even a few loops between the 
improvement and control phase will be needed before the project goal is reached 
(Micon, 2015).  
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4.  Hoist  way    
This chapter presents a recollection of the actions taken in the Lean Six Sigma project at 
Hoist Finances call center in Rome and the structure follows the three phases: Basics, 
Action Work Out (AWO) and Change. Each phase of the process is designed to take 
one week and is based on the outputs of the previous one. The three phases were formed 
by the Lean Six Sigma improvement team on the basis of the DMAIC cycle as showed 
in the figure 5 below. This framework did not exist before the project started.  

 

 

Figure 5. Hoist way of performing the DMAIC cycle. 

4.1   Basics  

The first phase is the Basic phase, in this stage the project's purpose and scope was 
clearly defined. Metrics were used to clear the problem statement and information of the 
process and the customer’s needs and requirements were collected. The phase also 
include data on the current process situation.   

4.1.1   Improvement  team    

The improvement team drives the project forward and has the responsibility for the 
success of the project to improve the process. The group is comprised of five people: a 
project sponsor, a team leader who is an expert on Lean Six Sigma, one project member 
which has the business perspective, one project member who is responsible for the 
project administration, one project member who does data research and finally me that 
is a master thesis student that helps with data research, validation regarding the method 
and the tools and documentation.  
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4.1.2   SIPOC  “Internal  Collection”  process  

The Internal Collection process starts when files with new debts are assigned and ends 
when the debts are signed off from the Internal Collection department. A small amount 
of the files from Back Office goes directly to the Legal department or the external 
department, those files will not be considered in this study. The scope of this thesis 
starts with the process module “Assigned files” and ends with “Post approval 
work”.  The SIPOC is needed in order to describe how different activities in the process 
link together and illustrates relationships. The SIPOC also describes where to collect 
data and helps to identify the stakeholders who needs to be considered in the project to 
improve the process. In the Internal Collection process there are four major 
stakeholders: Back Office that provides Hoist Finance with new debts, the Internal 
Collection department that assign the files, analyze and does the negotiations and the 
Legal department that handle the files after negative results from the negotiations and 
the debtors. The SIPOC developed for the process is shown in figure 1.   

Table 1. SIPOC Internal Collection 

 

The time and costs for the process varies due to the fact that there are no standardized 
workflow and because the process is performed differently by different employees.  

4.1.3   Define  root  cause  

In order to investigate the long process time, the improvement team in collaboration 
with the employees who works in the Internal Collection department identified 
following CTQ features:  

§   Differing process execution, a lot of the activities are done “by heart” of the 
employees  

§   Non standardized decision making through the process  

Supply Input Process Output Customer

Internal Collection File, GEST Assigning of file Assigned file
Internal Collection, 
External, Legal, Back Office

Internal Collection File, GEST, Laweb Analyzing of file Analyzed file
Internal Collection, 
External, Legal, Back Office

Internal Collection Analyed file, Laweb Negotiating
Positive result = cash
Negative result = flagging in 
GEST

Internal Collection, 
External, Legal, Back Office

Debtor, External GEST, Laweb Information documented in the system Updated information per file Internal Collection

Management Manual activity, 
Internal Collection

Approval of paymentplan Approved paymentplan Internal Collection, 
Administration

Internal Collection Laweb Re-negotiating payment plan
Positive result = cash 
Negative result = flagging in 
GEST

Internal Collection, 
External, Legal, Back Office

Management Manual activity, 
Internal Collection

Re-approval of payment plan Re-approved payment plan Internal Collection, 
Administration

Internal Collection Laweb Management positive result Inform debtor about the 
settlement

Debtor

Internal Collection, 
Administration 

Manual activity, File Post approval work Registerd payments Debtor
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§   Major part of the process is manual  

§   Over-processing of the context due to process fractures  

§   The process "jumps" a lot between manual activities, Laweb and GEST  

The CTQ features can be divided into critical to customer (CTC) and critical to business 
(CTB). CTC are what is important to the customers and the CTB is what is important 
for the business. The features that are considered both critical to the customer and the 
business should have the highest priority, then the features critical for the customers and 
last the features critical for the business. On the basis of the founded CTC and CTB 
metrics a fishbone diagram was created to give a graphical view of possible causes for 
the long process time. The upper “bones” contains all the CTCs and the lower “bones” 
contains all the CTBs. One metric was considered both as a CTC and a CTB feature and 
was therefore placed in both categories.  The “head” is the effect of all the causes and 
represents in this case the long process time. The diagram is shown in the figure 6 
below.  

 

Figure 6. Fishbone diagram of possible sources of the deviation on the long process time. 

4.1.4   Baselining    

Baselining data on how the current process meets customer needs were conducted in 
this phase through process landscape. The improvement team walked around on the 
operational floor at the different departments at the office in Rome and the employees 
described how the process were performed on a high level. The employees were also 
able to give suggestions for process improvements and announce which problems they 
saw in the current process.  

4.1.5   Data  gathering    

In the beginning of the study there was no previous data available regarding the Internal 
Collection process, only information about what was standard in the market from the 
Lean Six Sigma expert. The lack of data made it impossible to use a statistical approach 
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to analyze, instead a process approach was used. The process approach was executed by 
using the tool Value Stream Mapping in collaboration with the employees from the 
Internal Collection department. Hoist Finances core process is the collection process, 
which can be divided into processes, sub-processes, modules and activities.  

4.2   AWO  

The second phase is the AWO phase and stands for Action Work Out. In this phase the 
current state at an activity basis were mapped, significant activities were investigated in 
order to analyze their purpose and how efficiently they were performed and finally the 
future state was set regarding the value-adding activities that was found during the 
investigation.  

4.2.1   Value  Stream  Mapping  

During the workshop in Rome, data regarding the current process was collected. The 
collection was based on the SIPOC and the current state was mapped at an activity basis 
with “Post-it Notes” with help from the employees who worked in the Internal 
Collection department. The process had a non-existing workflow and varying process 
execution in the beginning of the workshop. Therefore, an approximation was 
developed on the how the average current process was executed of the employees. The 
Value Stream Mapping from the workshop in Rome is shown in picture 1.  

 

 
Picture 1. Value Stream Mapping at the call center in Rome. 

4.2.2   The  Internal  Collection  process  

A flowchart was conducted to obtain a graphic image of all the activities in the process 
and find unexpected complexity. The flowchart was of great value to identify activities 
not adding value, what triggers the activities and helps to identify problems in the 
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process that can cause waste and operational risks. The flowchart is shown below in 
figure 7.  

 
Module  
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Figure 7. Flowchart Internal Collection current state 

The process starts when an email from the Back Office with an excel-file with all the 
new debts is sent to the head of the Internal Collection department. As soon as the head 
of the debt receives the file, he or she manually starts clustering the debts depending on: 
ticket size, project and region. After the clustering an email with the list of all the 
clustered debts is sent to the team leaders of the Internal Collection department.  

Afterwards the team leaders assign the debts to each responsible collector and converts 
the excel-file into a txt. file and batch the assignment in GEST per collector. Then the 
team leaders print the list as pdf and send the list by email and handle the list out 
manually to each responsible collector. After that the team leader send a second list 
regarding which of the files that are legal to each collector. Following each collector 
marks manually which of the files that are legal on the first list and flag the status legal 
in Laweb.  

Preparation of debts starts when the collector receives an email from the team leaders 
with the information to start prepare the debts. Then the collector starts a selection of 
eligible legal files, by examining which of the files that meet the legal requirements. 
The debtor needs to earn a minimum of 900 euros per month, be younger than 75 years 
old and the debt must be larger than 100 euros to start a legal process. Following the 
collector open the debts in Laweb and start a new activity, which means open up an 
activity diary for each debt. Then the collector opens the debt in GEST and copy the 
contact information from GEST to Laweb. Subsequent the initial customer trial starts 
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with dialing the customer manually and document the dialing result in the activity diary 
in Laweb. If the phone number does not work or the debtor is not answering, the contact 
is checked for additional numbers to call. In the case of no answer and there are no more 
additional numbers to call a telegram is sent out to the debtor and the action is 
documented in the activity diary in Laweb. If the collector still has not reached the 
debtor, further customer trial starts and the collector try to call again. If still no answer 
the collector sets a reminder to call again in a few days, this repeats five times and all 
the dialing results are documented in the activity diary in Laweb. In case the debtor still 
has not answered, the collector sends out a letter to announce legal action. After that the 
collector change the debt status in Laweb to legal or non-legal.  

In case of contact with the debtor, the negotiating begins and the collector document the 
negotiation result in the activity diary in Laweb. After the negotiation the collector 
make a summary of the activity diary and manually check real estate and change the 
debt status to real estate or not. Then the collector sets a reminder on the response date. 
If the debtor is willing to pay, an incoming proposal is set and an email asking to check 
if the credit union is sent to the collector. Than the collector begins to fill out the 
proposal for debt extinction (PED) on paper by hand and print out the activity diary 
from Laweb. Then the PED, activity diary and the union proposal is merged into one 
document and sent for approval of the team leader, the head of the Internal Collection 
and chef operational officer (COO). Following the collector dial the debtor and inform 
about the results from the approval. In case of non-approval, the collector starts re-
negotiation in the re-approval phase. If still no approval a letter threatening legal action 
is sent to the debtor and the collector dial the debtor and explains the situation. During 
the call the cambiali details is arranged. Then the collector changes the debt status to 
cambiali and starts manually prepare the cambiali and when the preparations are 
finished they print the cambiali and send out the confirmation. 

 After that the collector document the action in the activity diary in Laweb. Following 
the administration sends the receipt of the payments to the Internal Collection 
department. The Internal Collection department check the payments, document it in an 
excel-file and the receipts is sent for registration by the administration. 

4.2.3   Current  state  value  stream    

In order to improve the process time for the Internal Collection process, the lead time 
and the wait time were estimated based on the information collected in Rome and from 
the Lean Six Sigma expert. Mathematically the problem can be described as: 

Y = Σ (X1, X2, X3…., Xn), 

where the Y is total time for the process and the Xs are the activities having an effect on 
the process time. An excel-file was developed to calculate the average time for the 
current state and the future state. In Appendix A a table of all the activities with 
associated ID and lead time for the Internal Collection process is shown and a table of 
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all the modules with associated tool for the Internal Collection process is shown. The 
excel-files with new debts is on average comprised of 1000 debts. To simplify the 
calculation, the process was broken down to one debt. In order to calculate the cost/min 
the total expenses for one employee per month were divided by the minutes an 
employee worked in a month. In this case 10080 minutes were used. Below in the table 
2, a summary of the total expenses and cost/min for each department is shown.  

Table 2. Employee costs 

 

In order to be able to calculate the total time and cost in average for the Internal 
Collection process some definitions and assumptions were required. The definitions are 
shown in table 3 and the assumptions is shown in table 4.  

Table 3. Definitions 

 

Table 4. Assumptions 

 

Each activity was given an ID, an approximated lead time and wait time. To capture 
variations and deviations in the process each activity was also given a cycle percentage. 
The lead time, wait time and the cycle percentage were based on information from the 
workshop in Rome and the Lean Six Sigma expert's previous experience. Following the 
modules with associated activities were put together to a process workflow. Then the 
time of the process adjusted by different ratio and the cost incurred were calculated, 
shown in the table 5.  

 

ID(S) Position Total Expenses Cost/Min
s10001 Management 9 533,00 €               0,95 €       
s10002 Backoffice Employee 2 434,00 €               0,24 €       
s10003 Internal Collection Employee 2 205,00 €               0,22 €       

Parameters Definitions
ID(X) ID of the activity

Cluster Cluster for easier handling of activities
x(X) Lead time non-adjusted

ID(M) ID of the module
Cycle How often the activity is performed within the module

Owner Practitioner of the module
ID(P) ID of the process
Ratio How often the module needs to be performed to create one output 

x(P)prod adj. Lead time of the process adjusted by the ratio
x(P)nprod adj. Wait time of the process adjusted by the ratio

x(G) Process time comprised of the lead and wait time
Total Expenses Employer expenses related to the employee’s wage, e.g. social security, etc.
Cost Incurred Labor and other costs

Parameters Assumptions
Dial The standardized time to dial a landline/mobile phone number is 10 seconds

Filling out PED
The collector needs to fill out a minimum of one A4 sheet, copying data from 
the system and write a reasoning for approving the PED. This is estimated by 
the expert to take approximately 5 minutes.   

General In general, each task reflect a quality buffer of approximately 5%

Contact data
During the workshop each customer were estimated to have an average of 
6.8 phone numbers.

Negotiation From the expert estimations, 3-4 contacts are needed to start negotiations
Approval PED The COO needs to approve approximately 50% of the PEDs
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Table 5. Results of the current state 

 

 
The calculations show that the average time for the current process is 2 months, 7 days, 
23 hours, 6 minutes and 12 seconds. To calculate the average process time and costs, 
each module was given a ratio. All the debts need to go through the preparation of debts 
and validation of contact data modules. Roughly, 60 percent of all the debts needs more 
contact information and will therefore go through the procurement of further contact 
information module. Following all the debts go through the negotiation module. Of all 
those debts, 60 percent fails the negotiation and for those debts the preparation of legal 
actions starts. Approximately 40 percent has a positive result from the negotiation and 
for those debts the preparation of PED and approval of PED module start. Of those 
debts 5 percent get an approval and the remaining 35 percent start the re-negotiation and 
re-approval modules. 30 percent gets approved from the re-negotiation and re-approval 
modules. The 5 percent that were approved from the initial negotiation plus the 30 
percent that were approved in the re-negotiation go through the management of positive 
PED and post approval work. The ratio is much lower for the initial approval compered 
to the re-approval, this is because the Internal Collection department tries to get the 
debtor to repay more. The attempt can lead to a positive result and the debtor agree to 
repay more or a negative result and the debtor refuse to pay more. In both cases the PED 
can be approved due to the fact that it is better that the debtor repays a small amount of 
the debt instead of nothing. 

4.2.4   Visualizing  waste  for  the  current  process  state  

Significant activities were investigated in order to analyze their purpose. Questions that 
was used for the investigation was:  

§   Is the activity necessary? 

§   Is the activity efficiently performed? 

By visualising the process and mark which of the activities that is non value-adding it 
was easy to see how much waste the process includes and which opportunities that are 
available for improvement. In table 6 the identified waste for the current process state is 
shown. 

Ratio Name x(P)prod adj. x(P)nprod adj. x(G) Cost/Unit Cost Incurred
Internal Collection - Current State 00:03:24:42 02:07:19:41:30 02:07:23:06:12 0,31 €       63,86 €           

0,0001% IC - Initial assignment of files 00:00:00:00 01:22:00:00 01:22:00:00 0,79 €       0,0017 €         
100,00% IC - Preparation of debts 00:00:17:51 01:01:12:00 01:01:29:51 0,22 €       3,90 €              
100,00% IC - Validation of contact data 00:00:02:16 00:00:03:24 00:00:05:40 0,22 €       0,50 €              
60,00% IC - Procurement of further contact information (internally) 00:00:04:25 08:22:14:06 08:22:18:31 0,22 €       0,96 €              

100,00% IC - Negotiation 00:01:01:18 21:03:36:00 21:04:37:18 0,22 €       13,41 €           
60,00% IC - Preparation of legal actions 00:00:03:00 0,22 €       0,65 €              
40,00% IC - Preparation of PED 00:00:10:43 01:01:12:00 01:01:22:43 0,22 €       2,34 €              
40,00% IC - Approval of PED 00:00:21:00 01:07:30:00 01:07:51:00 0,70 €       14,77 €           
35,00% IC - Re-negotiation 00:00:28:04 01:01:12:00 01:01:40:04 0,22 €       6,14 €              
35,00% IC - Re-approval of PED 00:00:18:22 0,70 €       12,93 €           
35,00% IC - Managment of positive PED 00:00:35:31 02:04:30:00 02:05:05:32 0,22 €       7,77 €              
35,00% IC - Post-approval work 00:00:02:12 00:04:12:00 00:04:14:12 0,22 €       0,48 €              
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Table 6. Visualised waste for the current process state 

 

Modules  + activities
Value adding/not 

value adding
Type of 
waste Comments

Assignment 

Clustering according to strategy Yes tim WOod Necessary task but not efficiently performed

Email-general worklist No Tim wOod Not necessary task, can be done automatic in an updated version of Laweb

Assignment to individual collector Yes tim WOod Necessary task but not efficiently performed, the task can be done automatic in updated 
version of Laweb

Convert general worklist to .txt files No tim woOd Not a necessary task

Assigning of workload No tim WOod Not necessary task, can be done automatic in a updated version of Laweb

Print individual worklist No tiM Wood Not necessary task

E-mail individual worklist No Tim Wood Not Necessary, the collectors can get a notification in Laweb 
E-mail individual worklist with legal 

option
No tiM WOod Not efficiently performed, the task can be done in Laweb

Preparation of debts

Selection files eligible for legal actions No Tim WOod Not efficiently performed, can be done automatic

Open individual debt No -

Start new activity No -

Copy information No tim wooD

Paste information No tim wooD

Validation of contact data Yes -

Dial third party Yes tim wOoD Not efficiently performed

Documenting dial result Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed

Procurement further contact info

Check contact for phone number Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed, all customer phone numbers should be available in Laweb

Sending telegram to customer Yes tim wOod Not necessary task for the process, this can be done by the Back Office in the future

Document work Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed

Negotiation

Dial third party Yes tim wOoD Not efficiently performed

Registering a reminder Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed, manual the task that can be done automatic in the calendar. 

Document work Yes - Not efficiently performed , manual task that can be done automatic in the future

Letter announcing legal action Yes -

Change status Yes tim wooD All the statuses that is not used can be deleted

Dial third party

Negotiation repayment of debt Yes -

Documenting work Yes -

Preparation of legal actions

Documenting a summary of the case No tim wOod

Checking real estate Yes -

Change status No -

Setting reminder response date Yes -

Trigger check credit union Yes - Not efficiently performed, manual the task that can be done automatic in the future

Preparation of PED

Fill out PED (paper) Yes tim wOod Not effciently performed, takes long time to manually fill out on paper

Print activity diary No TiM wood
Create PED (combined diary, PED, real 

estate, credit union) Yes tiM woOd Manual process

Approval PED

Approval team leader Yes -

Approval debt head Yes -

Approval COO Yes -

Re-negotiation

Dial third party Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed

Negotiation repayment of debt Yes -

Documenting work Yes -

Officially announcing legal action Yes -

Re-approval PED

Re-approval team leader Yes -

Re-approval debt head Yes -

Re-approval COO Yes -

Management positive PED 

Dial third party Yes -

Arrange cambiale details Yes -

Change debt status No tim wOod 

Prepare cambiale slips Yes tim Wood Not efficiently performed, only one printer

Send out confirmation Yes tim wOod Not efficiently performed, manual task that can be done automatic

Documenting work Yes -

Post approval work

Receipt copy of payment Yes -

Documenting the payment in excel No - Not necessary task
Send payments to be registered by 

operations
Yes tim wOoD Not efficiently performed
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The future state for the Internal Collection process is developed when each activity of 
the current state is analyzed and streamlined for efficiency. The first module in the 
process is the assignment module, for the current state the whole module is performed 
manually which is time consuming and can easily leads to defects. The first activity in 
the module is clustering debts, this is a necessary activity but not efficiently performed 
at the moment. Currently, the head of Internal Collection clusters the debts manually by 
ticket size, project and region. That is time consuming and the team leader needs to wait 
on the files before he or she can start assigning the files to individual collectors. Due to 
the fact that the activity is performed manually, it also creates waste in the terms of over 
processing. In the future this could be done automatic in an updated version of Laweb, 
also the assignment to each responsible collector cloud be done automatic in Laweb. 
The atomization would result in faster access of the debts for the collectors and 
following activities would not be necessary in the future state: convert general work list 
to txt. files, assigning of workload, print individual work list, e-mail individual work list 
and e-mail individual work list with legal option. 

The next module in the process is preparation of debts, this module only includes non 
value-adding activities for the process. If all the debts are directly assigned in Laweb 
and all the contact information from GEST are transferred to Laweb, the system GEST 
will not be needed in the future state for the Internal Collection process. It would be of 
great value to only use the system Laweb in the future, for the reason that the copy and 
past activities would no longer be necessary. Copy and past information should always 
be avoided, because it creates waste in the terms of defects and over processing and can 
lead to operational risks. Following module is validation of contact data, this module 
includes only necessary activities but the efficiency can be improved. Currently, dial the 
third party is a manual activity that can be done faster with a one-click dial. Even the 
documentation of the dial result is a manual activity done by the collector writing the 
dial result in a free text box in Laweb. The documentation can be done more effective 
by ticking in a checkbox or clicking on a number with different dial results. For 
example: 

1)   Answer  

2)   No answer 

3)   Busy 

By documenting the dial result this way it will also be easier to measure the different 
outcome, which will be of great value for further process improvements. Of all the debts 
approximately 60 percent needs to go through the procurement of further contact info 
module. All the activities in this module are necessary but can be more efficiently 
performed. The first debtor contact numbers are obtained by a third party, an external 
resource. Then, the external resources load the numbers into GEST. Following the 
contact information are copied from GEST and pasted in Laweb. For the current state it 
is not possible to save if the number is valid or not in GEST, but in Laweb the 
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information is saved in free text box. The free text in Laweb can not be transferred back 
to GEST, this is a problem to solve for the future with the updated version of Laweb. If 
no answer from the debtor or there are no valid phone number a telegram is sent out to 
the debtor. In the current state it is the collectors task to send out the telegram, in the 
future to save time and costs for the process the activity can be done by the Back Office. 
To accomplished this the collector can click on a link, which can be a signal for the 
Back Office to send out the telegram to the debtor. This can also be documented in 
Laweb by ticking in a checkbox or a number.  

Following the negotiation module begin, all the activities in this module is necessary for 
the process. Dial the first party is the first activity and can be performed as mentioned 
earlier to be more effective. If no contact with the debtor, a reminder to call again in a 
few days is set. Currently, this is a manual activity that can be done automatic in the 
future. Likewise, the documentations of the actions can be done automatic as mentioned 
earlier, with one click. The collector tries to dial the debtor five times, if no answer a 
telegram announcing legal action is sent out to the debtor. At the moment this is done 
manually, in the future this can be done by clicking on a link to send a signal to the 
Back Office to send out the telegram. Following the debt status is changed, to show the 
progress. There are a lot of different statuses to choose between and the collectors only 
use a few of these. For the future it is important to remove all the statuses that are not 
used, this can otherwise lead to confusion, incorrect labeling and it takes more time to 
choose from a long list. If the collector is unable to go through with the amicable 
negotiation, the preparation of legal action starts. This is a necessary module, that can 
be executed more effectively in the future. Documenting a summary of the case is a 
non-value adding activity and waste in the terms of over processing. In the future this 
activity will not be needed, due to the fact that all the documentation will be done in 
Laweb and visible to those who need the information.  

The next module is preparation of PED. At present, the PED is filled out by hand which 
takes a very long time and can be done in Laweb instead. Print out the activity diary is a 
non-value adding activity and waste in the terms of motion and wait time, the 
employees need to take unnecessary steps to the printer and sometimes it is a queue to 
print out. With the digitalization, the PED does not need to be printed out, instead it can 
be available in the updated version of Laweb. The approval of PED have the highest 
cost incurred of all the modules in the process, the approval of the head of the debt and 
the COO have a high minute rate. To reduce the costs of the process a part of the 
approval can be done by middle management or the collector self.  

The re-negotiation module can be improved in the same way as the negotiation module. 
Currently, the ratio for this module is quite high. Due fact that the re-negotiation will be 
done in a standardized way in the future, the necessity for the re-negotiations is 
expected to go down. The re-approval process is also having a high cost incurred. For 
the future, it is important to have clear requirements on which payment plans that will 
be approved and not. This is to avoid having to go through re-negotiation and re-
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approval modules if not necessary. Following the management positive PED module is 
performed, this is a necessary module that can be performed more effective in the 
future. Dial the third party and the documentation can be done by one click as 
mentioned earlier. The activities: change status and send out confirmation can be done 
automatic in the future to reduce the process time.  

The preparation of cambiale slips is a necessary activity but currently causes waste in 
the term of waiting time. There is only one printer and sometimes the employees need 
to wait for their turn, this will be avoided in the future by the digitalization. Post 
approval work is the last module in the process and is necessary module for the process. 
At the moment the documentation of the payment in excel is an activity that includes 
copy and paste information, which easily can lead to mistakes and defects. In the future 
this will based on system functionality in Laweb.  

4.2.5   Future  state  

The Internal Collection future state is based in the value-adding activities in the current 
state. The major changes for the future state are systematic workflow, one-click dial, 
integrated PED/approval process. The current state for the Internal Collection process 
consist mainly on manual activities, which can be managed digital in the future with an 
upgraded version of Laweb. The table 7 shows the result form the calculation of the 
Internal Collection future state.  

Table 7. Results of the future state 

 

The calculations show that the average time for the future state process is 25 days, 7 
hours, 12 minutes and 50 seconds. All the ratios have been assumed, the same as for the 
current state except for the re-negotiation and re-approval modules. Due to the 
standardized approval process the necessity for the re-negotiation and re-approvals is 
expected to go down from 35 percent to 10 percent. The cost incurred for the future 
state is 40,52 euro.  

4.3   Change  

Change is the last phase, in this phase the prioritization, piloting and implementation is 
executed.   

Ratio Name x(P)prod adj. x(P)nprod adj. x(G) Cost/Unit Cost Incurred
Internal Collection - Future State 00:02:15:02 25:04:57:48 25:07:12:50 0,30 €       40,52 €           

0,0001% IC - Initial assignment of files 00:00:00:00 01:01:00:00 01:01:00:00 0,83 €       0,0015 €         
100,00% IC - Validation of contact data 00:00:00:14 00:00:01:42 00:00:01:56 0,22 €       0,05 €              
60,00% IC - Procurement of further contact information (internally) 00:00:03:47 00:00:02:06 00:00:05:53 0,22 €       0,83 €              
100,00% IC - Negotiation 00:00:58:25 21:03:36:00 21:04:34:25 0,22 €       12,78 €           
60,00% IC - Preparation of legal actions 00:00:01:25 0,22 €       0,31 €              
40,00% IC - Approval of Negotiation 00:00:21:24 00:15:36:00 00:15:57:24 0,63 €       13,57 €           
10,00% IC - Re-negotiation 00:00:08:00 0,22 €       1,75 €              
10,00% IC - Approval of re-negotiation 00:00:04:18 0,70 €       3,02 €              
35,00% IC - Management of positive approval 00:00:35:17 02:04:30:00 02:05:05:17 0,22 €       7,72 €              
35,00% IC - Post-approval work 00:00:02:12 00:04:12:00 00:04:14:12 0,22 €       0,48 €              
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4.3.1   Prioritization  

To narrow down which improvement to start with, two bar graphs were developed. To 
be able to do a comparison, both graphs include the results from calculations on the 
average current state and the average future state. The figure 8 shows which of the 
modules that has the greatest reduction in time between the current state and the future 
state.  

 

Figure 8. Bar graph showing the process time for the current state and the future state. 

The main difference can be seen between the bars in the procurement of further contact 
information module. In the current state the activity documenting work in the 
procurement of further contact information module put the case on hold, but in the 
future state with the standardized process workflow the collector will be able to start the 
next activity right away and there will be no wait time. In order to reduce the process 
time, this module should be improved first. Then, the five modules initial assignment of 
files, preparation of debts, preparation of PED, approval of PED/Approval of 
negotiation and re-negotiation should be prioritized to improve the process. 
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The figure 9 visualizes which of the modules that has the largest decrease in costs 
between the current state and the future state. 

 

 

Figure 9. Bar graph showing the process costs for the current state and the future state. 

The largest savings in costs can be done by implementing the new re-approval of PED 
and Approval of re-negotiation module and should therefore be prioritized first to save 
costs for the process. The module is performed by the top management, which has the 
highest cost per minute. Currently, all payment plans need to be approved by the 
management. For the future to reduce costs, some of the approvals can be done the by 
the middle management or the collector self. To do this, clear criteria needs to be set up. 
The criteria can be based on: 

1)   The amount of the debt 

2)   How much the debt can be reduced 

A control function will be needed to check that the criteria are followed. The higher 
management could monthly receive a compiled report of all the approved payment plans 
from the middle management or the collectors. Then, the three modules preparation of 
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debts, preparation of PED, re-negotiation should be prioritized to improve to save costs 
for the process.  

4.3.2   Piloting    

Due to the time limit, the piloting phase will not be included in this study. This spring 
the updated release of Laweb will be available. Then, the piloting will start with two to 
three employees working in the new process flow to identify potential gaps and 
problems. Once the new process is working and everyone is satisfied the new process 
workflow will be implemented.  

4.3.3   Implementation    

The implementation phase will be done earliest this spring and will therefore not be 
included in this study. Instead this section will describe possible risks for the 
implementation phase and for the project in the future. In order to narrow down the 
largest risks for the future a failure mode and effects analysis were conducted by the 
improvement team. The total score was calculated by multiplying the different ratings. 
Table 8 show a chart over the identified risks.  

Table 8. FMEA chart, S = severity rate, P = occurrence rate, D = detection rate   

 

The risk with the highest score is: If process documentation does not become simple 
and clear enough, it will be difficult in the long term to sustain the improvements. This 
because the risk is considered to have a big impact of the project if it comes true, hard to 
detect before it occurs and the probability is considered high. To minimize the chance 
that the risk occurs, it is important to have a plan on how the documentation should be 
done.   

The risk that has the second highest score is if there is no commitment from the local 
staff. This risk is considered to have a big impact on the project, due to the 

# Topic Description S P D ∑ OScore

1
Timing with other 
big projects

Conflict with Budget BL, FVM Migration, Aspect 
dialer (coming up now) or other projects. 7 8 5 280

2 Resources Back up for the Six Sigma expert 10 2 5 100

3
Local 
Implementation

If process documentation does not become 
simple and clear enough, it will be difficult in the 
long term to sustain the improvements 10 7 10 700

4
Resources Risk that we do not get resources/focus on the 

implementation on short/long term 
improvements

10 7 5 350

5
Local 
Implementation

No commitment from the local staff
10 8 5 400

6

Local 
Implementation

Local roles and responsibilities in implementing 
process changes need to be defined in more 
detail. Otherwise, the improvements defined 
during the problem solving process will remain 
on paper.

8 5 9 360

7
Local 
Implementation

Organizational maturity and knowledge of Lean 
Six Sigma varies a lot between the different 
local organizations 3 10 1 30

8
Project 
Resistance

Resistance to the project, especially if the 
initiative starts translating into redundancy of 
resources

5 8 4 160
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implementation of the new process flow will not work, without commitment from the 
local staff. Changes requires effort from the employees, it can be difficult to teach the 
employees to work in a different way if they have worked in one way for several years. 
Therefore, the possibility for the risk high. The detectability is considered to moderate 
hard, this because if you have an open dialogue with employees the risk will be 
relatively easy to detect. In order to reduce the chance that the risk occurs, it is 
important to involve the employees in the improvement process. This helps to get the 
employees feel committed and responsible for the improvements.  

The prioritization matrix will be of great value for the future, in order to know which 
risk to focus on and were to put resources to avoid the risk.  
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5.  Conclusions    
In the beginning of the study, the applicability of the improvement method DMAIC on 
the Internal Collection process at the credit service company Hoist Finances was 
questioned. With the results from the case study a lot of potential are found to improve 
the current capabilities for the Internal Collection process in Rome. The time and costs 
for the current process varies due to the fact that there are no standardized workflow and 
because the process is performed differently by different employees. The future state is 
set based on the value adding activities in the current state and the major changes 
between the current state and the future state are that the process is based on the updated 
version of Laweb, standardized workflow, one-click dial and integrated PED/approval 
process. In the spring 2016 Hoist Finance will implement the future state. A major 
challenge for the future is how the documentation and communication of results, 
learnings and recommendations should be done. One risk with lack of documentation 
can be that further improvements will difficult to accomplish. A plan to preserve the 
“lessons learned” from this improvement effort will be needed in the future. In order to 
continuously manage changes and keep the processes efficiency should the responsible 
to govern performance and process management by managed locally always keeping a 
focus on continuous improvements. This should be manifested by ensuring the 
organizations are utilizing the methodologies and system in place in order to not 
reinvent the wheel. As the Lean Six Sigma improvement project will proceed at Hoist 
Finance, even the low hanging fruit will be picked in the future and great benefits to 
reap by investing in training for the employees.  

5.1   Results  and  savings  

According to the calculations of the study a large amount of savings can be done with 
implementing the future state. The potential savings from the implementation of the 
future state are:  

§   The process time can be reduced by approximately 25 days  

§   The cost/min can be reduced with 0.1 euro/min 

§   The cost incurred can be reduced with 23,34 euro per debt 

The results should be seen as a large saving. The potentially substantial savings as a 
result of this thesis will not be seen earlier than six months from the end of the study. 
The idea behind the study is to deliver recommendations to the improvement team to 
make the implementation of the DMAIC cycle at Hoist Finances call center as 
successful as possible. When implementing the future state, the Lead time of the process 
adjusted by the ratio is estimated to decrease with 34 percent and the wait time of the 
process adjusted by the ratio with 63 percent. The Cost Incurred is estimated based on 
the case study to decrease with 37 percent when the future state is implemented. Those 
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improvements will result in increased penetration of the stock and therefore generating 
more cash assuming qualitative parameters remain constant. 

From the results, there are also reasons to believe that the methodology Lean Six Sigma 
can be applied on other companies who operate in similar ways and have the same core 
business in order to achieve large improvements for the business.  
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6.  Discussion    
In this chapter the reliability and validity is discussed and proposals for further studies 
presented.  

6.1   Reliability  and  Validity  

The lack of data about the process made it impossible to use a statistical approach, 
instead the data collection is based on interviews and a workshop. This can be seen as 
an issue regarding the reliability, the study should therefore be seen as an indicative 
rather than as an absolute truth.  Lack of data is a common issue when applying the 
Lean Six Sigma approach on service companies. It is more complex to measure people 
performing then measuring a more traditional industrial process, for the reason that 
people tend to operate differently when measuring and machines do not. The awareness 
of the problem, can minimize the impact when measure the processes and by measuring 
several employees and take the average time the impact can be avoided. The reliability 
of the study would increase significantly if a data source without human interference 
about the process were available.  

The validity of the study is interesting to consider due to the fact that there can be 
uncertainties whether the selected x-factors really is the factors that affects the y-factor 
most. If other x-factors was considered to have more impact on the y-factor the focus 
had been addressed differently and the result had also been different. The selected x-
factors are considered to provide a good validity due to fact that the chosen x-factors 
have a major impact on the long process time. 

6.2   Proposals  for  future  work  

It may be interesting to investigate further how a statistical approach of the Lean Six 
Sigma concept could be used on a service credit company as Hoist Finances to improve 
the the core business.   

It would also be interesting to make a study that uses other Lean Six Sigma tools to 
execute the DMAIC cycle and comparing the different tools’ strengths and weaknesses. 
By doing this it would be possible to draw a conclusion about how the cycle could be 
designed in the best way.  
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Appendix  A  
Table with all activities for the Internal Collection process: 

  

  

 

ID(X) Cluster Activity x(X)prod real

x10000 Manual Clustering according to strategy 20:00:00
x10001 Manual Email general worklist 00:00:30
x10002 Manual Assignment to individual collector (gestore) 04:00:00
x10003 Manual Convert general worklist into .txt 00:05:00
x10004 GEST Assigning of workload 04:00:00
x10005 Manual Print individual worklist 02:00:00
x10006 Manual Email individual worklist 00:15:00
x10007 Manual Email individual worklist with legal option 00:15:00
x10008 Manual Selecting files eligible for legal actions 00:15:00
x10009 GEST/LAWEB Open individual debt 00:00:30
x10010 LAWEB Start new activity (diary entry in annotations) 00:00:15
x10011 GEST Copy information (contact/commercial info) 00:01:00
x10012 LAWEB Paste information 00:00:15
t10013 Manual/customer, employer Dial third party 00:00:10
x10014 LAWEB Documenting dial result 00:00:10
x10015 Manual Check contract for phone number 00:05:00
x10016 Manual Sending telegram to customer 00:01:00
x10017 LAWEB Documenting work 00:01:00
x10018 Manual Registering a reminder 00:00:30
x10019 Manual Letter announcing legal action 00:00:30
x10020 LAWEB Change Esito/status 00:00:30
x10021 Manual Negotiating repayment of debt 01:15:00
x10022 Manual Documenting a summary of the case 00:02:00
x10023 Manual Checking "SISTER" (real estate) 00:01:30
x10024 Manual Setting reminder response date 00:00:15
x10025 Manual Triggering check credit union 00:00:30
x10026 Manual Filling out the PED template (by hand) 00:20:00
x10027 Manual Print acitivity diary 00:05:00
x10028 Manual Create PED 00:00:30
x10029 Manual Approving the PED 00:20:00
x10030 Manual Officially announcing leagl action 00:00:30
x10031 Manual Arrange cambiali details 00:30:00
x10032 Manual Prepare cambiali slips 01:00:00
x10033 Manual Send out confirmation 00:05:00
x10034 Manual Receiving a copy of the payment 00:01:00
x10035 Manual Documenting the payment in excel 00:04:00
x10036 Manual Sending out payments to be registered by Operations 00:01:00
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Table with all modules for the Internal Collection process: 

 

 

 

 

 

ID(M) ID(X) Cycle Name Owner Cost/Min t(M)prod t(M)prod adj. t(M)nprod t(M)nprod adj.t(M)all
m10001 IC - Initial assignment of files 0,79 €       01:06:35:30 01:12:07:17 01:16:00:00 01:22:00:00 03:10:07:16

x10000 125,0% Clustering according to strategy Management 0,95 €       00:20:00:00 01:01:00:00 00:20:00:00 01:01:00:00 02:02:00:00
x10001 105,0% Email general worklist Backoffice 0,24 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:08:00:00 00:08:24:00 00:08:24:31
x10002 105,0% Assignment to individual collector (gestore) Management 0,95 €       00:04:00:00 00:04:12:00 00:08:00:00 00:08:24:00 00:12:36:00
x10003 105,0% Convert general worklist into .txt Backoffice 0,24 €       00:00:05:00 00:00:05:15 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:05:15
x10004 105,0% Assigning of workload Backoffice 0,24 €       00:04:00:00 00:04:12:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:04:12:00
x10005 105,0% Print individual worklist Backoffice 0,24 €       00:02:00:00 00:02:06:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:02:06:00
x10006 105,0% Email individual worklist Backoffice 0,24 €       00:00:15:00 00:00:15:45 00:02:00:00 00:02:06:00 00:02:21:45
x10007 105,0% Email individual worklist with legal option Backoffice 0,24 €       00:00:15:00 00:00:15:45 00:02:00:00 00:02:06:00 00:02:21:45

m10002 IC - Preparation of debts 0,22 €       00:00:17:00 00:00:17:51 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:29:51
x10008 105,0% Selecting files eligible for legal actions Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:15:00 00:00:15:45 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:27:45
x10009 105,0% Open individual debt Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:32
x10010 105,0% Start new activity (diary entry in annotations) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:15 00:00:00:16 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:16
x10011 105,0% Copy information (contact/commercial info) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:03
x10012 105,0% Paste information Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:15 00:00:00:16 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:16

m10003 IC - Validation of contact data 0,22 €       00:00:00:20 00:00:02:16 00:00:00:30 00:00:03:24 00:00:05:40
x10013 680,0% Dial third party Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:01:08 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:08
x10014 680,0% Documenting dial result Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:01:08 00:00:00:30 00:00:03:24 00:00:04:32

m10004 IC - Procurement of further contact information (internally) 0,22 €       00:00:07:00 00:00:07:21 08:12:02:00 08:22:14:06 08:22:21:27
x10015 105,0% Check contract for phone number Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:05:00 00:00:05:15 00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:06:18
x10016 105,0% Sending telegram to customer Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:02:06
x10017 105,0% Documenting work Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 08:12:00:00 08:22:12:00 08:22:13:03

m10005 IC - Negotiation 0,22 €       00:01:18:50 00:01:01:18 23:00:00:00 21:03:36:00 21:04:37:18
x10013 305,0% Dial third party Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:00:30 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:30
x10018 205,0% Registering a reminder Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:01:01 03:00:00:00 06:03:36:00 06:03:37:01
x10017 205,0% Documenting work Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:02:03 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:02:03
x10019 60,0% Letter announcing legal action Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:18 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:18
x10020 60,0% Change Esito/status Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:18 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:18
x10013 75,0% Dial third party Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:00:08 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:08
x10021 75,0% Negotiating repayment of debt Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:01:15:00 00:00:56:15 20:00:00:00 15:00:00:00 15:00:56:15
x10017 75,0% Documenting work Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:00:45 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:45

m10006 IC - Preparation of legal actions 0,22 €       00:00:04:45 00:00:04:59 00:00:04:59
x10022 105,0% Documenting a summary of the case Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:02:00 00:00:02:06 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:02:06
x10023 105,0% Checking "SISTER" (real estate) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:30 00:00:01:35 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:35
x10020 105,0% Change Esito/status Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:32
x10024 105,0% Setting reminder response date Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:15 00:00:00:16 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:16
x10025 105,0% Triggering check credit union Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:32

m10007 IC - Preparation of PED 0,22 €       00:00:25:30 00:00:26:47 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:38:47
x10026 105,0% Filling out the PED template (by hand) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:21:00 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:33:00
x10027 105,0% Print acitivity diary Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:05:00 00:00:05:15 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:05:15
x10028 105,0% Create PED (combination diary, PED, SISTER, credit union) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:32

m10008 IC - Approval of PED 0,70 €       00:01:00:00 00:00:52:30 01:12:00:00 01:07:30:00 01:08:22:30
x10029 105,0% Approving the PED Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:21:00 00:12:00:00 00:12:36:00 00:12:57:00
x10029 105,0% Approving the PED Management 0,95 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:21:00 00:12:00:00 00:12:36:00 00:12:57:00
x10029 52,5% Approving the PED Management 0,95 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:10:30 00:12:00:00 00:06:18:00 00:06:28:30

m10009 IC - Re-negotiation 0,22 €       00:01:16:40 00:01:20:11 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:02:32:11
x10013 105,0% Dial third party Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:00:11 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:12:11
x10021 105,0% Negotiating repayment of debt Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:01:15:00 00:01:18:45 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:01:18:45
x10017 105,0% Documenting work Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:03
x10030 40,0% Lettera di Messa in Mora (officially announcing leagl action) Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:12 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:12

m10010 IC - Re-approval of PED 0,70 €       00:01:00:00 00:00:52:30 01:12:00:00 01:07:30:00 01:08:22:30
x10029 105,0% Approving the PED Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:21:00 00:12:00:00 00:12:36:00 00:12:57:00
x10029 105,0% Approving the PED Management 0,95 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:21:00 00:12:00:00 00:12:36:00 00:12:57:00
x10029 52,5% Approving the PED Management 0,95 €       00:00:20:00 00:00:10:30 00:12:00:00 00:06:18:00 00:06:28:30

m10011 IC - Managment of positive PED 0,22 €       00:01:36:40 00:01:41:30 01:02:00:00 02:04:30:00 02:06:11:30
x10013 105,0% Dial third party Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:10 00:00:00:11 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:12:11
x10031 105,0% Arrange cambiali details Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:30:00 00:00:31:30 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:31:30
x10020 105,0% Change Esito/status Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:00:30 00:00:00:32 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:32
x10032 105,0% Prepare cambiali slips Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:01:00:00 00:01:03:00 00:02:00:00 00:02:06:00 00:03:09:00
x10033 105,0% Send out confirmation Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:05:00 00:00:05:15 01:00:00:00 01:01:12:00 01:01:17:15
x10017 105,0% Documenting work Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:03

m10012 IC - Post-approval work 0,22 €       00:00:06:00 00:00:06:18 00:04:00:00 00:04:12:00 00:04:18:18
x10034 105,0% Receiving a copy of the payment Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:01:03
x10035 105,0% Documenting the payment in excel Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:04:00 00:00:04:12 00:00:00:00 00:00:00:00 00:00:04:12
x10036 105,0% Sending out payments to be registered by Operations Internal Collection 0,22 €       00:00:01:00 00:00:01:03 00:04:00:00 00:04:12:00 00:04:13:03
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Appendix  B  
Themes for the interviews with the Lean Six Sigma expert: 

Lean Six Sigma 

DMAIC 

Value Steam Mapping 

Fishbone Diagram  

CTQ 

Waste 

Baselining 

Data gathering 

 

Themes for the interviews with employees at Hoist Finance:  

Internal Collection 

Laweb 

GEST 

FMEA 

 

 

 

  


